LASSEN COUNTY MAP
Resources

1. Label the grid 1 to 6 on the north side and A to H on the east side.

2. Label Honey Lake, Eagle Lake, Mt. Lassen, Susanville, and the Susan River. Color the lakes blue and trace the rivers in blue.

3. Find the map key and locate the symbols. Draw the symbols to match the resources:
   - timber ________
   - cattle/ranching ________
   - fishing ________
   - recreation __________
   - hunting ________

Use your landforms map to help you answer the following questions. Give your answers using grid addresses, which will be one of the letters you wrote in on the east side of your map followed by a number you wrote in on the north side of your map. For example: A1

4. List the 2 grid addresses for the fishing areas in Lassen County:

5. List the 4 grid addresses for the recreation areas in and near Lassen County:

7. List the grid addresses for cattle ranching areas of Lassen County:

8. List the grid addresses where there is hunting.

9. List the grid addresses where logging might take place.

9. You can go anywhere in Lassen County. Where would you go? What would you do there? On the back write a journal entry for this day.
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